AGENDA

1. CALL TO ORDER by Mayor Diana M. Trujillo

2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE led by Diana M. Trujillo

3. ROLL CALL

   Present: Trustee Fernie Herrera  YES  NO
   Trustee Gloria Gameros  YES  NO
   MPT Erica Ramos  YES  NO
   Trustee Betty Gonzalez  YES  NO
   Mayor Diana M. Trujillo  YES  NO

   Quorum Established  YES  NO

4. APPROVAL OF AGENDA ORDER

   1st Motion: ___________________________  2nd Motion: ___________________________  AIF

5. WORKSHOP – CAPITAL OUTLAY UPDATE

   A. Review all City projects funding and matching components.

6. ADJOURNMENT

   1st Motion: ___________________________  2nd Motion: ___________________________  AIF
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